
CATchall
Wall-mounted Cat Scratcher,
Perch & Toy Storage

SIDE SIDE BOTTOM BACK/TOP FRONT

Assembly &
Installation
Instructions

Need help?
Call 214-257-8068

Email info@primetimepetz.com

PARTS

TOOLS NEEDED

A) Phillips Screwdriver
B) Level
C) Drill with 7/32" and 
    3/32" drill bits

A) Side Panels (2)
B) Bottom Panel
C) Back/Top Panels Connected with Hinges
D) Front Panel with Sisal Scratching Pad Attached

A) Screws* (14)
B) Plastic Lid Latch with Mounting Screw
C) Toy Hook
D) Wall Anchors (3)
E) Cat Toy
* Note: for white finish, use screws with white ends where visible on 
   sides and bottom, use screws with black ends for mounting to wall.

Please read all instructions carefully 
before assembling and installing. Holds 
up to 50 lbs. when properly mounted. It is 
recommended to mount screws directly into 
wall studs, or use heavy duty wall anchors 
that are appropriate for your particular 
wall surface. Note, you may need different 
anchors from those provided, depending 
on your walls. Not for use by children.
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Assembling and installing CATchall is simple. First, attach the sides and 
bottom to the back and top (back and top are already connect with hinges), 
leaving the front piece off. Mount CATchall to the wall and then finish by 
attaching the front.

Step 1
Attach each side panel to the back panel using two screws through back 
panel. Make sure plastic inserts in side panels are facing inside.

NOTE: If screws won’t fit easily into plastic inserts, 
use screwdriver to gently rotate plastic insert so 
arrow faces edge where screw is being inserted.

Step 2
Attach plastic lid latch to inside of back panel using small screw provided, 
placing flat side of latch against panel. Tighten the screw enough so latch 
can rotate but so it will stay upright to hold lid open.

Step 3
Attach bottom panel using three screws. Make sure metal insert faces inside.

Step 4
Attach toy hook to bottom panel by screwing hook into threaded insert. 
Attach toy to hook.

Step 5
Place CATchall on wall at desired height, use a level to make sure CATchall 
is straight. Mark location of three holes in back panel on wall using sharp 
end of a screw. Try to align any of the holes with a wall stud for a more 
secure attachment.

Step 6
Drill holes in wall at marks with 7/32" drill bit if using anchors and 3/32" 
drill bit if mounting into wall stud. Insert anchors in wall if using. Attach 
CATchall to the wall with screws through back panel and into studs or wall 
anchors.

Step 7
Attach front panel with sisal scratching pad facing out using two screws 
through each side panel.
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Choosing the Right Location & Height for CATchall
Cats scratch in order to mark their territory, so they prefer to scratch in socially 
significant areas. These are places where you spend the most time, such as 
your favorite chair, your desk or your bed. Pick a location in your home where 
your cat spends time and position CATchall so your cat can easily reach the 
scratching surface.

You can hang CATchall up higher for cats who like to stretch out when 
scratching or down lower, whichever your cat prefers. Also, make sure that 
the top perch allows your cat to easily jump on and off, leading to other 
perches or ledges.

And don’t forget the storage inside! Make sure you can reach the storage 
compartment easily, that feature is for you.
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